
Woman in Mind starts out as a rather nondescript (if eccentric) domestic 
comedy before morphing into a mind-bender. At first middle-aged 
suburban Susan is confused after awakening from a minor-injury blackout, 
but before long we, the audience, experience a similar sense of eerie 
displacement as a second set of characters arrives to replace her “real” 
family. 

This is the comedy: the shift from normal life to fantasy, a play which 
gradually pierces deeper and deeper into more existential realms. As each 
quixotic character emerges from a familiar type to become disquietingly 
unique, I found myself taking seriously the questions of “What is real?” and 
“How did I get here?” and “What do I really want?” Eventually the two sets 
of characters intersect, acknowledging each other’s presence and 
interfering bossily in each other’s designs. There is absolutely no predicting 
where this play is going! 

Actually, I was more enthralled by the performances than by the script. 
Eight superb actors take the concept and run with it, each one 
materializing to perfection the dottiness and complacency that nearly 
drive the heroine dotty herself.  It is a joy to see Suzie Shepard in an onstage 
role – a joy but not a surprise, for anyone who has come in contact with 
Suzie’s enthusiasm as Town Hall Theatre’s marketing director knows that 
she’s a fireball, and I hope to see her onstage many more times in the 
future. Erin Gould as the hapless, maladroit doctor is my favorite 
embodiment of the term “winsome.” And look no further for the slightly 
mad aunt type than Gretchen Lee Salter’s Muriel.  

You’ll have to see the play yourself to enjoy all the first-rate artistry of the 
whole cast. The play is so rich in quick one-liners that I couldn’t catch them 
all. Never mind – I’m going back to see it again.


